23 Artists Who Use Technology as Their Canvas

Technology is the focus of a growing number of art exhibitions. Creative men and women around the world design social commentary on things such as the use of drones or computers in our lives. But sometimes, the medium must be the message, and cutting-edge technologies serve as excellent tools for creating art.

Today's artists are reaching for 3D printers, drones, and VR headsets in the same way they reach for paint brushes or clay. Technology is helping artists realize their creations and express their ideas in ways that weren't previously possible.

Check out these 23 amazing artists, art pieces, and exhibitions to learn how people are using technology to explore the creative world.

Virtual Reality

Space Between the Skies

Hosted by apexart, an educational non-profit visual arts space in New York, Space Between the Skies offered three VR installations that challenged the art consumption experience. Curator and artist Christopher Manzione only hung one piece on the wall for a group viewing experience, but everything else was individualized. Instead of viewing the art as a third party, the viewer became a part of the art and engaged with it.
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